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Abstract
Abstract: This article uses a range of measures, including the measurement framework of the
Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework (NPF), to assess Scotland’s economic
performance as a sustainable and inclusive economy. The NPF measurement framework seeks
to measure the progress and nature of inclusive growth in Scotland as well as to place it in an
international context. The performance measures summarised include those for GDP and GDP
growth, employment and inequality (income and regional) as well as for exports, innovation,
business start-ups and growth, inward investment and fair work. All measures are set within a
relevant comparative context, often that of other OECD economies. The article concludes with a
‘balanced scorecard’ of Scotland’s inclusive economic performance across the relevant
measures.

1. Introduction
The Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework1 (NPF) was refreshed in June 2018,
with the aim to provide ‘a focus and direction for policy action across the public sector as a
whole’. The NPF sets out a vision for Scotland of inclusive and sustainable economic growth and
it has an associated measurement framework. The NPF is structured around 11 outcomes and a
set of 81 indicators that measure outcome progress, with an overall Purpose and set of Values.
This paper outlines Scotland’s performance for a number of NPF and other measures that are
key drivers of productivity and inclusive economic growth. Scotland’s performance is compared
where possible to other economies, and the size of any performance gap, for example to the top
quartile of economies, is estimated.

2. Economic growth and productivity
Scotland’s economic growth (NPF indicator) remains relatively weak (+1.4% in 20182) partly a
result of the downturn in the oil & gas sector, and recent trend growth is in the 3rd quartile of
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OECD countries3 (see Figure 1). If Scotland’s growth had matched the OECD Q1 rate, the economy
would be around £2.3bn larger (potentially supporting over 40,000 additional jobs) 4.
Productivity (NPF indicator) is a measure of international competitiveness and a key determinant
of living standards, wages and sustainable economic growth. Scotland’s productivity declined
by 1.4% in 20175, and is mid-table compared to other countries; 2nd OECD quartile (see Figure
2). The productivity gap with the top OECD quartile widened slightly over 20176, suggesting
Scotland has become less competitive than the best performing countries.
To reach the OECD top quartile, Scotland’s productivity would need to be 21% higher, equivalent
to almost £33bn more GDP a year. Also, average annual wages could be over £5,000 higher if
Scotland’s productivity matched the OECD top quartile7, highlighting the significant economic
gains if Scotland could improve its productivity performance.
Figure 1: Annual average GDP growth rates, OECD countries, 2012-2017 (%)
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Figure 2: Index of productivity (GDP per hour worked), OECD countries, 2017 (USA=100)
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3. Employment and inequality
Scotland’s employment rate (NPF indicator) is in the top quartile of OECD countries (See Figure
3), with 135,000 more people in work over the past five years. Most new jobs (70%) have been
in higher skilled occupations8. However, there is still an employment rate gap between men and
women (NPF indicator) of 6.9%. If the female employment rate matched that of males, there
would be 127,000 more women in work9.
A range of evidence shows that more unequal economies grow slower10. Scotland ranks 21st out
of 36 OECD countries for income inequality (NPF Indicator) using the Palma ratio measure11 (See
Figure 4). Scotland’s recent real wage growth has been disappointing, due to largely to weak
productivity, and the annual incomes of lower earners would need to rise by around £7bn for
Scotland’s to match the best OECD performers for income equality12.

Annual Population Survey
Scottish Enterprise calculation
10 Scotland’s Economic Strategy
11 The Palma ratio is the ratio of the income share of the top 10% of households to that of the bottom 40%.
12 Scottish Enterprise calculation.
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Figure 3: Employment rate (% of working age people 15-64), OECD countries, 2017
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Figure 4: Income inequality (Palma ratio), OECD countries, 2016
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So, although Scotland’s employment rate is high, weak productivity means there has been little
growth in real wages, income inequality is greater than in most OECD countries, and some
groups, such as women, are not fully benefiting from the strong labour market.

4. Innovation
Scotland’s innovation performance is mixed. Less than half (45%) of businesses (with 10+
employees) are innovative (NPF indicator)13, placing Scotland 9th equal of UK regions (See Figure
6). To reach the top quartile of UK regions, Scotland would need 1,600 more businesses to
innovate (+15%)14.
Scotland’s overall R&D spend (NPF indicator) rose in 2017 to £2.5bn15. However, Scotland’s R&D
rate is in the 3th quartile of OECD economies. A key reason is Scotland’s low business R&D spend
and, although this now exceeds £1.2bn, performance is in the OECD 3rd quartile16 (See Figure 5).
To reach the top quartile, Scottish business R&D would need to be 160% higher (+£1.7bn).
Around 3,500 businesses in Scotland invested in R&D in 2017, however activity is heavily
concentrated, with just 20 businesses accounting for almost 60% of total business R&D spend.
And almost 65% is by non-Scottish owned businesses17.
Scotland’s higher education R&D rate is amongst the best in the world18. However, there still
appears to be relatively weak innovation links between higher education and the business base
– only 19% of businesses (with 10+ employees) in 2016 had co-operation links with higher
education institutes (although this is a significant rise from 2014)19.
Scotland therefore needs more businesses to invest in R&D, innovate and introduce new
products, services and processes through, for example, greater engagement with research
assets such as Innovation Centres20 and universities; driving innovation through supply chains;
adopting new technologies; and, introducing workplace practices that foster innovation.

Scottish Government
Scottish Enterprise calculation
15 Scottish Government
16 Scottish Government
17 Scottish Government
18 Scottish Government
19 Scottish Government
20 http://www.sfc.ac.uk/innovation/innovation-centres/innovation-centres.aspx
13
14
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Figure 5: Business R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP, OECD countries, 2016
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Figure 6: Percentage of businesses (with 10+ employees) that are ‘innovation active’,
UK regions, 2014-16
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5. Exports
International exports (NPF indicator) are vital to economic growth, more so for smaller countries
such as Scotland. Scottish overseas exports rose to £32.4b in 2017 (See Figure 7) and sales to
the rest of the UK rose to £48.9b21. However, exports are less important to Scotland’s economy
than in most other small EU countries, even when sales to the rest of the UK are included22.
Scotland’s main international markets are the EU (46% of exports) and North America (19%).
Fast growing emerging markets, such as China and the Middle East, account for around 10%.
The largest overseas export sectors are spirits, chemicals and professional services (37% of
total)23. Around 100 companies make up 60% of international exports, and this is more
concentrated than most other OECD countries24.
There are around 10,700 international exporters in Scotland. However, just 6% of businesses
sell overseas (See Figure 8), and Scotland would need 7,000 more exporters (+65%) to match
the rate of the top quartile of GB regions25. However, only 3% of non-exporting Scottish SMEs
plan to start exporting, although 16% have goods/services suitable for exporting, suggesting
Scotland has 14,500 potential SME exporters26.
Increasing trade with competitive domestic markets such as London and the South East of
England could be a stepping stone to international exporting for a number of companies.
However, only 31% of Scottish SMEs directly sell to the rest of UK27.
The evidence highlights that Scotland needs to significantly expand its exporting base. Raising
the international ambition and business capacity of current and potential exporters is vital to
exploit the growth benefits and opportunities of trade. Weak export performance is likely, in
part, to explain weak innovation performance.

Scottish Government
Scottish Government
23 Scottish Government
24 Scottish Government and OECD
25 ONS, Scottish Enterprise calculation
26 Scottish Government
27 Scottish Government
21
22
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Figure 7: Scottish international export markets, 2013-2017 (£billion)
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Figure 8: Percentage of registered businesses that export overseas, UK regions, 2016
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6. Inward Investment
Foreign owned businesses contribute significantly to Scotland’s economy, accounting for 17%
of employment (318,000 jobs) and 33% of turnover (£86bn)28. They also contribute significantly
to Scotland’s R&D (65%), exporting and capital investment performance, and offer significant
supply chain opportunities. Foreign owned businesses have higher levels of productivity and
pay higher wages than Scottish owned businesses29, suggesting they create higher quality jobs.
In 2017, Scotland secured 116 inward investment projects (6,300 jobs) from overseas, a tenyear high and 9.6% of the UK total, (See Figure 10) placing Scotland in the top quartile of
European countries (See Figure 9). Around a third originated from the EU, with 30% from the US.
Business services, digital and agri-food were the leading sectors, and sales & marketing the
leading activity. 22 projects were R&D related (the highest of all UK regions, and 24% of all R&D
projects into the UK)30. In addition, 54 projects were attracted to Scotland from the rest of the
UK in 2017/18, and are expected to create 2840 jobs31.
Key factors attracting investors to Scotland are the availability of skills/talent (most important),
business partners/suppliers, labour costs and the right infrastructure32. Ensuring continued
investment in and access to skilled labour and sector expertise, capabilities and assets is key
to increasing further Scotland’s attractiveness as an inward investment location. And inward
investors can provide significant opportunities to drive innovation and productivity growth
through supply chains.

Scottish Government
Scottish Government, productivity defined as turnover per employee, Businesses in Scotland, Scottish
Government
30 Ernst & Young
31 Scottish Enterprise
32 Ernst & Young, Scottish Enterprise
28
29
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Figure 9: Number of FDI projects per 1 million population, European countries (with 100+
projects), 2017
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Figure 10: FDI projects in Scotland, number and % market share of UK projects, 2008-2017
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7. Business investment and growth funding
Scotland’s business investment rate lags nearly all other OECD economies (See Figure 11). To
match the top OECD quartile, business investment would need to be 117% higher (+£13bn) a
year33. This suggests that the quality and level of Scotland’s capital stock is lower than many of
our competitors34.
Approved bank loans to Scottish SMEs was £2.2bn in the year to June 2018, and has recently
been rising. However, relative to the size of the economy, the value of loans is lower than other
parts of the UK35. Also, just 17% of Scottish SMEs sought external finance in 2017, and a further
13% had a need for external finance but did not apply for it (discouraged borrowers)36. This
suggests demand for growth funding remains an issue and there is an opportunity to work with
more SMEs to introduce financing opportunities and help raise ambitions for growth.
The risk capital market in Scotland is showing steady growth, exceeding £500m in 2017 (See
Figure 12). Scotland is in the top quartile of UK regions for the relative size of risk capital funding
and number of deals. However, deal sizes are generally smaller than in many other UK regions,
and mostly in the £100k - £2m band. There is a growing consensus that there is a funding gap
above £2 million37.
The equity gaps are systemic and a long-term feature of the market, and impact on early stage
and higher risk companies. And London, South East and East of England regions dominate the
UK’s risk capital market (81% of total UK investment and 73% of deals) 38.
Scotland needs a step change in business investment to ensure workforces have up-to-date and
high-quality plant, kit and workplaces. Increasing the levels of exporting and innovation will
raise the incentives to invest, and the demand for growth funding.

Scottish Enterprise calculation
Wealth of the Nation: Scotland’s Productivity Challenge, David Hume Institute
35 UK Finance
36 Scottish Government
37 The Risk Capital Market in Scotland: Annual Report 2017, Scottish Enterprise
38 Investment Benchmarking Analysis: Annual Report 2017, Scottish Enterprise
33
34
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Figure 11: Business investment as a % of GDP, OECD countries, 2017
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Figure 12: Risk capital market in Scotland (number of deals & £m invested), 2012-2017
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8. Business base and growth
There are 345,915 businesses in Scotland (of which 176,295 are registered - NPF indicator), a
fall of 8,830 (-2.5%) since 201739. Relative to population, Scotland has a smaller business base
than most other UK regions and EU countries and would need 70,000 more registered
businesses to reach the UK Q1 rate40. This means that many businesses and sectors may lack
exposure to strong competition, a key driver of innovation and the need to enter overseas
markets.
Scotland’s historic low entrepreneurial activity rate (NPF indicator) is a key weakness and reason
for the small business base. Scotland is in the 3rd quartile of OECD countries, and would need
160,000 (+72%) more entrepreneurially active people to reach Q141.
High growth businesses contribute disproportionately to economic growth42, and there are
around 845 (NPF indicator) in Scotland43. However, the proportion of businesses that achieve
high growth (5.1%) is lower than all other UK regions, and Scotland would need 100 more to
reach the UK region top quartile (See Figure 13). Also, Scottish high growth businesses are on
average smaller than those in other regions44, and this suggests that they play a far less
significant role in Scotland in boosting economic and productivity growth than other parts of the
UK.
Scotland therefore needs significantly more businesses, and more that achieve high growth.
Increasing the number of businesses with growth ambition and that export, innovate and invest
will create more companies of scale and ‘growth peers’ that others can learn from.

Scottish Government
Scottish Enterprise calculation – based on 2017
41 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor and Scottish Enterprise calculation.
42 See for example https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/the-vital-6/
43 High growth is defined as enterprises with 10+ employees with average annualised growth greater than 20% per
annum, over a three-year period. Growth can be measured by the number of employees or by turnover. For this
analysis growth has been measured using employment.
44 The Performance of High Growth Firms in Scotland,
39
40
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Figure 13: Proportion of businesses that achieve high growth, UK regions, 2017
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9. Education and skills
Scotland has a highly educated population (NPF indicator), ranked 5th of all OECD countries for
tertiary education attainment (See Figure 14). However, Scotland’s skills base is not being fully
and most effectively utilised (NPF indicator) as almost 1 in 5 graduates work in non-graduate
roles46, and 35% of employers have employees over-qualified or over-skilled for the roles they
hold (equivalent to 225,000 underutilised employees)47 (See Figure 15). This suggests there is
a degree of mismatch between the supply and demand of skills and qualifications in Scotland.
Good leadership and management capability and practices are key to driving productivity
growth, and ensuring skills are used effectively. However, management practices in Scotland

The National Performance Framework measures high growth as a proportion of all registered businesses (1.2% for
2017)
46 Scottish Government
47 Employer Skills Survey
45
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lag some other countries48, and family-owned businesses (that account for 68% of Scottish
SMEs49) on average score the lowest for management practices50.
Just 8% of Scottish businesses are ‘high performance working employers’51, so there is
considerable scope for leadership teams in many businesses to significantly improve
management practices and adopt innovative and progressive approaches to workforce planning
and skills utilisation.
Scotland’s very highly educated population is a key asset. However, this talent is not being fully
utilised, and increasing the productivity and growth of more businesses will create more higher
quality, higher skilled job opportunities.
Figure 14: Percentage % of 25- 64 year olds with a tertiary education, OECD countries, 2017
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Figure 15: Skills under-utilisation in Scotland, by sector, 2017: number of employees, % of all
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10.

Fair Work

Scotland’s performance against a range of fair work factors, important in driving productivity
and creating higher quality jobs and workplaces52, is mixed compared to other countries (see
Box 1). On some measures, Scotland performs well. For example, 80.6% of workers are paid
more than the voluntary living wage (NPF Indicator), the second best performance of all UK
regions53, and the number of workers on zero hours contracts (NPF indicator) is steadily
declining (63,000 in 2018, 2.4% of all workers)54.
There are, though, areas where performance could improve. Scotland’s youth unemployment
rate (NPF indicator) is in second quartile of OECD countries (See Figure 16), and would need to
fall by 5,700 (-15%) to reach the top quartile55. The proportion of employees receiving workplace
learning (NPF indicator) has been declining (to just 23% in 2017)56. And the gender pay gap (NPF

Fairwork Convention
Scottish Government
54 Scottish Government
55 Scottish Enterprise Calculation
56 Employer Skills Survey
52
53
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indicator) has been falling consistently for a number of years, but is still 6% for full-time
employees (and 15% for all employees)57.
There is an opportunity for Scottish businesses to significantly improve approaches to fair work
with more becoming ‘high performance working’ employers. This would foster greater
innovation, increase productivity, create greater opportunities and increase job and workplace
quality.
Box 1: Fair Work – Scotland’s international comparative performance

Source: Scottish Enterprise assessment

57

Scottish Government
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Figure 16: Youth unemployment rate (% aged 16-24), OECD countries, Q3 2018
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11.

Regional economic performance

There are significant regional economic performance differences within Scotland (See Figure
17). For example, the employment rate in Aberdeen City & Shire is 7 percentage points higher
than in the Ayrshires. Overall, around 35% of Scotland’s working age population live in local
authority areas with below Scottish average employment rates (mostly in the west and central
belt)58. If employment rates in these areas matched the Scottish average, over 54,000 more
people would be in work59. The employment rate gap between the best and worst performing
authorities is, however, narrowing.
Similarly, productivity levels differ across areas (See Figure 18). For example, workers in
Aberdeen are 30% more productive than those in the South of Scotland. If the productivity of
lower performing areas matched the Scottish average, Scottish GVA would be over £50bn
higher60.

Annual Population Survey
Scottish Enterprise calculation
60 Scottish Enterprise calculation
58
59
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Some of the differences in productivity are a result of the sectoral make-up of local economies.
Tourism (generally low productivity) is more important to the economies of the South of Scotland
and parts of Ayrshire, and high productivity sectors such as oil & gas and professional services
play a more significant role in Aberdeen and Edinburgh.
Reflecting differing productivity, median wages differ across areas. For example, people living
in Edinburgh earn on average 25% more than those living in the South of Scotland61.
Narrowing regional performance gaps could have a significant overall impact on Scotland’s
economy in terms of access to opportunity and reducing inequalities.
Figure 17: Employment rate (%) by Scottish region, 2017-2018
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Figure 18: Productivity (£ GVA per hour worked) by Scottish region, 2016
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12.

Future trends affecting inclusive growth

Scotland’s total population (NPF indicator) is forecast to rise over the next decade. However, the
‘traditional’ working age group (16-64 year olds) is expected to decline by almost 60,00062 (See
Figure 19). There are regional variations within this with the number of 16-64 year olds expected
to rise in Edinburgh & Lothians, Aberdeenshire, Stirling, Falkirk and East Renfrewshire, and
decline in all other local authority areas.
This may have implications for Scotland’s employers and attractiveness to inward investors in
terms of access to talent. There are also implications for regional inequalities as the number of
16-64 year olds are expected to increase in mainly those areas that are already performing well
in terms of productivity and wages.
Over the next decade the number of jobs in Scotland is forecast to rise by 100,00063. However,
a number of sectors that are expected to increase employment are traditionally lower skilled,
lower productivity and domestically focused (such as administration & support services,
62
63

National Records of Scotland
Skills Development Scotland
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construction and social work/care). Also, the number of jobs is forecast to decline in some
higher productivity sectors such as manufacturing, (See Figure 20).
These forecast sectoral trends will have implications for future productivity, innovation, exports,
skills utilisation and income equality in Scotland.
Figure 19: Forecast population change in Scotland, by working and non-working age
groups, by percentage and number, 2018-2028
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Figure 20: Forecast jobs growth in Scotland, 2017-2028
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13.

Conclusions

Scotland has many economic strengths and assets that provide a basis for future inclusive
economic growth and creating more quality jobs, such as a highly educated population, world
class research and knowledge and a buoyant risk capital market. And Scotland is a highly
attractive location for investment. However, productivity performance continues to be mid-table,
meaning that Scotland is less competitive than many other economies.

Although Scotland has a number of highly productive and competitive businesses and sectors,
there is evidence of overall weak business dynamism and growth culture, reflected in relatively
low levels of innovation, exporting and capital investment. Compared to many other countries,
Scotland does not have enough businesses, and not enough of them growing, impacting on
productivity performance. Scotland’s overall inclusive growth scorecard, compared to OECD, EU
countries or UK regions can be seen at Box 2.
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Box 2: Scotland’s inclusive growth ‘scorecard’

Improving productivity will help raise wages and reduce income inequality, particularly in low
productivity sectors such as tourism, food manufacturing and construction, and lead to better
quality jobs and wages for workers in Scotland.
Scotland needs stimulate more entrepreneurship, business dynamism and growth ambition,
and to ensure talent and assets are fully utilised across all regions.
There are significant opportunities for Scotland to achieve a step change in the performance of
a number of drivers of productivity and growth:


Innovation: more businesses investing in R&D and introducing new products, services
and processes; greater engagement with sector assets such as Innovation Centres;
driving innovation through supply chains; and, adopting new technologies



Trade: raising international ambition and business capacity is vital to exploit the
benefits and opportunities of exporting. Weak trade performance may in part explain
weak innovation performance



Investment: Scotland’s very low business investment rate means many businesses will
be using poor quality plant and equipment. Low exporting and innovation may be
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reducing incentives to invest and demand for growth funding. Also, ensuring continued
investment in and access to sector expertise, capabilities and assets is key to increasing
Scotland’s attractiveness as a business and research location.


Fair work: more businesses need to adopt progressive and fairer workplace practices.
This would create better quality jobs for workers and help improve innovation
performance and skills utilisation.



Leadership and management: improving the capacity and quality of leadership in
businesses will help raise growth ambitions and the ability to innovate and export
effectively, stimulating demand for investment and fully utilising skills within their
workforces.

In addition, Scotland needs to ensure that other key drivers of productivity, such the availability
of high quality skills/talent and transport/digital infrastructure, are internationally competitive.
Improving the productivity, competitiveness and growth ambition of Scottish businesses will
create more high quality and higher paid jobs, ensuring the talent is more effectively used and
making Scotland more attractive as a place to live and work.
The challenges and opportunities to growing more productive and equal economy is highlighted
in Scotland’s Enterprise and Skills Board’s Strategic Plan64, and the analysis and assessment in
this paper provides evidence on areas where policy should focus to achieve greater levels of
inclusive and sustainable economic growth.
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